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Abstract 
 
The surface detector electronics of the Pierre Auger Observatory is characterized by a large dynamic 
range due to the variation of the signal intensity of the Cherenkov tanks as a function of the distance 
from the core. In this paper, we present results of simulations and discuss the impact of the dynamic 
range on the shower reconstruction.  
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) surface array consists of cylindrical Cherenkov water tanks 
having a height of 1.2 m and a 10 m2 cross section [1]. The tanks are lined with UV reflecting PE-
Tyvek lamination bags and filled with high purity water. When impinging the water tanks, shower 
particles (muons, electrons and gammas) emit Cherenkov radiation. The light produced in the tank is 
detected by three large photomultipliers (PMT) viewing the tank from the top. Each PMT has two 
output signals [2,3], one from the anode and the other from the last dynode. The dynode signal is 
amplified and is used to measure with high precision the lower part of the dynamic range (typically up 
to about 1000 photoelectrons) while the anode signal is used to measure over the total dynamic range. 
Both signals are digitalized by using “flash” converters (FADC) having a sampling rate of 40 MHz 
and a memory of 10 bits[4].  
 
The amount of light produced in the Cherenkov tank varies from a few photoelectrons for tanks far 
away from the shower core to more that 100 000 photoelectrons (PEs) for tanks close to the core. 
From the experimental point of view the upper limit of the dynamic range must be large enough to 
allow us to reconstruct the energy of the primary particle, which is inferred from the signal density. 
Concerning Haverah Park data [5], the energy was estimated using the signal density per square meter 
in water tanks at the distance of 600 m from the shower core (r(600)). Due to the larger spacing 
between the tanks in the case of the PAO array the energy will be determined from the signal density 
at 1000 m [1]. As discussed in ref. [6], at a distance of 1000 m, one observes only slight deviations 
from the standard relation between energy and signal density and modest dependence on the primary 
composition. In order to have an accurate interpolation of the lateral profile around this value 
(1000 m), it is crucial to have non-saturated signals from tanks below 1000 m. These considerations 
together with the requirement for a good precision in the geometrical reconstruction will tend to 
increase the upper limit of the dynamic range.  
 
The lower limit of the dynamic range is determined by the characteristics of the signals issued from 
tanks far away from the shower core. These signals are weak and spread over a long time period, 
yielding typically peak values of a few PEs. They are important for the discrimination of 
electromagnetic and muonic components of the shower.  Furthermore, the calibration of the tanks and 
electronic response will be performed through the analysis of the random muons from low energy 
cosmic rays, which will also require accurate measurement at the level of a few PEs. 
 
In this paper, we will discuss the impact of the dynamic range on the shower reconstruction and on the 
calibration. Simulations of the detection of some typical showers as well as background muons will be 
presented. The characteristics of the simulations will be described in the first section. The second 
section discusses the lower limit of the dynamic range and the calibration and the third one is devoted 
to the upper limit.  
 
 
  
Simulations  
 
 
The atmospheric shower simulations were performed with the simulation package AIRES [7] using 
the QGSJET [8] interaction model. Different primary particles (protons, irons and gammas) were 
considered with energies ranging from 2.1019 eV to 1021 eV and with incident angles of 0° (vertical 
shower) and 30°. The thinning parameter used in the AIRES simulation was set to 10-7. The sampling 
of the ground particles and the simulation of the tank response were performed with the detector 
simulation code of Pierre Billoir [9] which samples the ground particles in the tank array and then 
simulates the Cherenkov radiation and light collection in the tank. The muons are assumed to go 
through the tank and to produce a uniform radiation rate along their path while photons and electrons 
are assumed to stop in the tank and lose their energy on the basis of  200 MeV per meter. The radiated 
energy is eventually converted into photoelectrons detected at the photocathode of each 
photomultiplier according to a maximal photocathode efficiency of 25%. The time attributed to each 
PE corresponds to the arrival time of the incoming particle randomized over 150 ns in order to take 
into account the tank response.  
 
Figure 1-a displays the time distributions resulting from a simulation for a vertical 500 EeV proton 
shower and figure 1-b  shows the same distributions for a 20° 100 EeV proton shower. The time 
profile of the PEs collected at the photocathod varies rapidly as a function of the distance from the 
shower core. Near the shower core the spectrum is dominated by a large electromagnetic peak located  
below 500 ns. At larger distances the signal is strongly attenuated, the time spread becomes larger and 
the proportion of muon-induced photoelectrons relative to the total signal increases. In this case, the 
dynamic range extends from a few PEs/ns at large distances to about 1000 PEs/ns at 500 m from the 
core. Furthermore, it can be seen that in order to measure properly the lateral shower profile, a large 
time window (above 10 ms) is needed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-a. Distribution of photoelectrons for one 
PMT as a function of time for a 500 EeV vertical 
proton shower detected in tanks at 500, 1000 and 
2500 m from the shower core. The blue line 
corresponds to the total distribution and the red 
filled spectrum shows the muon contribution. 
 
 
Figure 1-b. Same as Figure 1-a for a 100 EeV 20° 
proton shower detected in tanks at 500, 1300 and 
2600 m. 
                                                       
 
 
The calibration and the lower limit on the dynamic range. 
 
As recalled in the introduction, it is crucial that the dynamic range allows a reliable calibration of the 
ADC traces. An ideal absolute calibration of the PMTs would be based on a single photoelectron 
spectrum. However, this will be very difficult in our experimental conditions since the PMTs are 
operated with a relatively low gain (2.105) and the sampling rate of the FADC is only 40 MHz.  
 
An appealing possibility is to use the background muons for calibration as already discussed in several 
GAP-notes [10-13,15]. The total flux of charged particles at the ground level is about 180 s-1m-2, 75% 
of this being penetrating muons and the rest soft muons and electrons [14].  The energy distribution of 
muons ranges from 10-1 to 102 GeV, with a maximum at 1 GeV, and the angular distribution follows a 
cos2q law. We have simulated background muons spectra by using the previously described fast 
detector simulation code. The charge spectrum  was calculated for 10000 simulated vertical muons 
hitting the middle of the Cherenkov tank and for 10000 random muons whose angle followed the 
cos2q angular distribution. Only a fixed energy of 1 GeV was considered in these simulations. The 
results are displayed in Figure 2. It is observed that the mean number of photoelectrons at the 
photocathod measured by one PMT is about 30 for both vertical and random muons but the 
distribution of random muons is much larger than the distribution of vertical ones.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Simulated spectrum for vertical muons and random muons. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Charge spectrum measured from telescope triggered muons. Absorbing material was put between the 
scintillators to eliminate the soft electromagnetic background. An oscilloscope with a samp ling of 1GHz was 
used for the data acquisition. In this setup, one VEM corresponds to 2.3 107e. 
These results are in agreement with the measurements presented in ref. [12] and [13] and with the 
more recent measurements performed at the Galpon test tank [15]. Figure 3 shows a muon telescope 
triggered spectrum. The data was analyzed requiring coincidence between 2 PMTs. 
It can be seen that even though some electromagnetic background is remaining  in the lower part of the 
spectrum, a clear maximum can still be seen, at a value very close to that from the simulation. It 
should be noted that a more complete analysis of the data is in progress [16].  
 
These measurements give confidence in the simulated muon response of the tanks. They show that the 
average number of photoelectrons induced by a vertical muon is close to 30 (integrated in about 
150 ns). In the simulation, the maximum number of photoelectrons per 25ns is about 8. The proper 
determination of the integrated number of photoelectrons per muon requires a reliable measurement of 
signals at the level of a few  photoelectrons. Considering the digitization of the signal, the low part of 
the dynamic range cannot be compressed to more than a photoelectron per ADC channel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upper limit of the dynamic range 
 
 
The PMTs are required to work linearly for output currents up to 50 mA. The amplifiers used for the 
dynode signal, with a 50 W load, saturate at 2V, leading to an upper limit for the dynode current of 
40 mA. The resulting signals are conditioned to match the input ADC range. The total dynamic range 
is coded by two 10 bits ADCs. The first ADC is used to code the high gain channel (amplified dynode 
signal) and will be calibrated with the method described in the previous section. The second ADC 
codes the low gain channel (anode signal) and has to be cross calibrated with the high gain channel. A 
sufficiently large overlap between the two channels is thus necessary. The dynode amplification factor  
is 32 (25), yielding a total dynamic range of 215=3.3 104/25ns.  
 
The nominal operating gain of the PMT was chosen to be 2.105. It will be adjusted depending on the 
maximum current considered at the photocathod, in order to cover its output linear range up to 40 mA. 
Table 1 shows the influence of the gain value on the limits of the dynamic range and on the FADC 
calibration.  
 
Gain value Maximum signal Photocathod current Low gain FADC calibration 
High gain FADC 
calibration 
1.6 105 4.104 PE/25ns  250nA  39 PE/channel 1.2 PE/channel 
2.105 3.2 104 PE/25ns  200nA  31 PE/channel 0.96 PE/channel 
3.105 2.104 PE/25ns  128nA  20 PE/channel 0.6 PE/channel 
 
Table 1. Calibration of the FADC as a function of the gain value. The maximum signal corresponds to a 40 mA 
output current at the anode. 
 
 
 
The table shows that in order to respect the lower limit on the dynamic range given above (less than 
1 PE/Channel), it wont be possible to measure photocathod current up to 200 nA. A cutoff value will 
be imposed to the upper limit of the dynamic range. 
 
 
In the following, we will try to study, with the help of simulations, the effect of different cutoff values 
on the shower reconstruction. As discussed in the introduction, the upper limit to be set on the 
dynamic range depends on the closest distance at which shower particles should be detected. It was 
required that 1 ZeV shower particles could be detected at 500 m from core  [2]. A simulation for this 
case is shown in Figure 4-a. The maximum number of PEs/ns in a tank at 500 m is of the order of 
2000 for each PMT, or 5.104PEs/25ns. Figure 4-b shows the corresponding time distribution of 
photoelectrons at the photocathod. The corresponding photocathod current is about 300 nA, which is 
higher than the current that can be measured in the operating mode. 
 
Figure 4-a. Time distribution of PEs in one PMT of 
a tank at 500 m from shower core for a vertical 
 1 ZeV proton shower. 
Figure 4-b Photocathod current for the same PMT
 
 
In order to quantify the effect of a 2.104PEs/25ns cutoff on typical showers, simulations were 
performed as explained previously for vertical and inclined protons at three different energies. The 
statistics were increased by randomly moving showers to different core positions with respect to the 
tank array. Tanks were considered only when the number of PEs detected by one of their PMTs was 
below the cutoff value and when the total number of PEs integrated over the signal duration time was 
above a threshold of 70 PEs corresponding to an equivalent of 2.5 vertical muons on a PMT. This 
threshold is a rough approximation of the local trigger. 
 
Figure 5 shows distributions obtained for the number of tanks verifying the above conditions without 
cutoff and with the 2.104 cutoff on the maximum number of PEs/25ns. In the case without the cutoff 
the mean number of tanks available for the reconstruction is about 21, 13 and 5 for vertical proton 
showers with incident energies of 1 ZeV, 100 EeV and 10 EeV, respectively. For the inclined showers 
at the same energies, the mean number of triggered tanks is larger with values of 27, 17 and 10 for the 
same energies. As can be seen, a cutoff of 2.104 PEs/25ns would introduce only a very small decrease 
on the number of triggered tanks (about 1 tank). In all the considered cases the numbers of triggered 
tanks is above 4. 
 
When comparing the case of a 2.104PEs/25ns cutoff with that of the 105 PEs/25ns cutoff, one can see 
that in most cases and for all type of showers no tanks are lost for the reconstruction. The probability 
of missing one tank by imposing the 2.104PEs/25ns cutoff is about 10%, 16% and 28% for 
respectively 10 EeV, 100 EeV and 1 ZeV vertical proton showers and it is 8%, 14% and 40% for 
inclined proton at the same energies. The probability of losing two tanks is less than 1%. 
 
 Figure 5. Histogram showing the number of tanks “triggered” for different showers at 1 ZeV, 100 EeV and 
10 EeV. Each histogram is obtained with 100 different positions of the array respectively to the shower core.  
 
 
Figure 6 shows the distance of the closest tank to the shower core for a 1 ZeV proton shower (rmin). 
In the case without cutoff, this is always smaller than 1000 m, for obvious geometrical reasons. In the 
case of the 2.104 PEs/ 25ns cutoff, it varies from 550 m to about 1500 m.  
 
 
 
Figure 6. Distance of closest triggered tank for 100 1 ZeV vertical proton showers. The red curve corresponds to 
the case with no cutoff. The filled blue curve shows the case with the 2.104PEs/25ns cutoff. 
 
Table 2 shows the minimal and maximal distances of the closest measured tank from the shower core 
for the 105PEs/25 and 2.104PEs/25ns cutoff. The photocathod current for a PMT in a tank at 500 m 
from core is also indicated. 
 
 
 
 
 Minimum value of rmin (m) 
Primary Energy Zenithal Angle 
Peak 
current 
(nA) 105 PEs/25ns cutoff 2.105 PEs/ns cutoff 
proton 500Eev 0 200 400 500 
proton 500EeV 30 250 400 550 
iron 500EeV 0 250 400 550 
iron 500EeV 30 300 400 600 
proton 1ZeV 0 300 400 550 
proton 1ZeV 30 450 450 600 
 
Table 2. Distances of closest tank to shower core from the simulation  of 100 showers at each energy. 
 
For the 2.104 cutoff, the distance of closest tank (rmin) is pushed to 550–600 m for extreme energy 
showers, instead of 400-500m for a 105 cutoff. Due to the drastic decay of the density close to the 
shower core, a limitation of the upper range does not reduce dramatically the measurement zone 
around the shower core.  
 
It is interesting to estimate the impact of the loss of this annular zone around the shower core on the 
probability to measure the shower within a given distance from the core. Figure 7 shows this detection  
probability as a function of the distance to the core for 10 different showers with different choices of 
cutoff. The green curves correspond to the ideal case where there is no cutoff at all. The yellow, light 
blue, pink, red and dark blue curves correspond to a cutoff of 104, 2.104, 3.104, 5.104 and 105 PEs/25ns, 
respectively. For the low energy showers (10EeV) represented at the bottom of the figure, the impact 
of the different cutoff values is less than 10 %. At 100EeV, it is more of the order of 20 %. For 
extreme energy showers (above 500 EeV), the detection probability of the shower below 1000 m 
decreases by up to 30%  for vertical showers when the cutoff is lowered from 105 PEs/25ns to 
2.104 PEs/25ns (the two blue curves). For inclined showers, the detection probability at the same 
distance decreases only by about 10%. Beyond 1100 m or so, all the cutoff values have the same 
effect. The 2.104 PEs/25ns cutoff may result in a loss of accuracy in the energy measurement. 
However, the large number of triggered tanks for extreme showers should help to have a precise lateral 
profile beyond 1000m and compensate partly the lack of information.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Detection probably under a distance to shower core as a function of the distance for 10 different 
showers. The six curves on each plot correspond to six different cases of cutoff (see in the text) 
 
 
 
Conclusions  
 
 
In this note, we have studied the effect of the upper limit of the dynamic range on the shower 
detection. The calibration by background muons requires measurements at the level of a few 
photoelectrons. Moreover, the cross calibration between the anode and the dynode channels requires a 
sufficient overlap between the channels. In order to meet these requirements with the current 
electronics, a cutoff of the upper end of the dynamic range is necessary. We have shown that the 
lowest cutoff values ( 2.104 PE/25ns) in the proposed operation mode would only very slightly 
decrease the number of triggered tanks and would still allow to perform measurements at about 600 m 
from the shower core, even in the case of extreme energy showers. 
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